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COSMOLOGICAL PROXIES TO TEST 
DARK ENERGY (AND SURVEYS TO 
WORK WITH)





Luminosity distances of the SNIa 

Supernova Cosmology Project Union2.1 (Amanullah et al. 2010, Rubin et al. 2014) 



JLA (Joint Light-curve Analysis)

 SDSS-II and SNLS supernova samples (Betoule et al. 2014) 

 

are the observed peak magnitude, stretch, & color of the where

are “nuisance” parameters

(proper to the light-curve fitting analysis)



BAO (baryon acoustic oscillations)

BOSS -Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey- (Anderson et al. 2014)

6dF Galaxy Survey (Beutler et al. 2011)



Cluster Count

Planck Collaboration XXIV. Cosmology from Sunyaev-Zeldovich (Ade et al. 2018)

cluster number (measured)

cluster number density (sims)

distances (modeled)



CMB (Cosmic Microwave Background)

WMAP Collaboration (Komatsu et al. 2014), Planck Collaboration (Ade et al. 2015), 

SPT (Schaffer et al. 2011)



Other cosmological probes 

Weak gravitational lensing:

but also,H0 prior

For instance, Riess et al. 2016

clustering (DM)

distances



K-ESSENCE, FREE PARAMETERS OF 
THE MODEL AND RESULTS WITH MCMC



K-essence scalar fields —-> K-inflation model proposed by Armendariz-Picon 
et al. (1999,2001).  

However, the idea was extended to describe a dynamical dark energy 
contribution with a non-canonical kinetic term.  

With this scheme, it is possible to avoid the fine-tuning of the initial values of 
the field and its velocity.



We propose an effective parametrisation for the equation of state that satisfies the 
attractors of the dynamical system and evolves from radiation to this cosmological time.

The inflection of the function occurs at a given redshift during matter domination epoch:

Radiation - matter equality

Matter - DE equality





The degeneracy 
between          and     
parameters doesn’t 
allow us to set up 
constraints.



For this model, the previous condition entails:

Solving numerically the equation for the deceleration parameter:



With best fitting parameters



Distance modulus of the SNIa from the survey  

Supernova Cosmology Project Union2.1 (Rubin et al. 2014) 



Huang et al. 2015 inferred a value from parameters of the Planck Collaboration 2015 and the 
definition of R made by Bond et al. 1997, Efstathiou et al 1998.



are largely degenerated.and 

The model with the set of parameters given by 

is smaller than the value reported by Planck in the standard model.

:

has to be constrained with the deceleration parameter.

Take away I



PARAMETERS ESTIMATION WITH 
MONTEPYTHON 



DE models CPL 

with a equation of state  

Using CLASS and Montepython 

* Convergence criterium: Gelman-Rubin  

* 100000 steps with Metropolis-Hastings algorithm  

* Likelihoods pre-computed from different experiments. 



Likelihoods



Likelihoods



Model 1: SN (SCP 2.1 + JLA) 

Model 2: SN + CMB (SCP 2.1 + JLA + fake Planck bluebook) 

Model 3: SN + CMB (SCP 2.1 + JLA + SPT) 

Model 4: SN + CC (SCP 2.1 + JLA + Planck SZ) 

Model 5: SN + BAO (SCP 2.1 + JLA + 6dFGS + BOSS DR9 +SDSS DR7) 

Model 6: SN + BAO_ BOSS (SCP 2.1 + JLA + 6dFGS + BOSS DR10&11  

+SDSS DR7:MGS + LOWZ + CMASS) 
Model 7: SN + BAO (SCP 2.1 + JLA + fake DESI) 

Model 8: SN + H0  (SCP 2.1 + JLA + HST) 



Model 1: SN (SCP 2.1 + JLA) 



Model 1: SN (SCP 2.1 + JLA) 

Inferred parameters

“Nuisance” parameters
(JLA modeling)



Model 2: SN + CMB 

 (SCP 2.1 + JLA + fake Planck bluebook) 



Inferred parameters

“Nuisance” parameters
(JLA modeling)

Model 2: SN + CMB 

 (SCP 2.1 + JLA + fake Planck bluebook) 



Model 3: SN + CMB 

 (SCP 2.1 + JLA + SPT) 



Inferred parameters

“Nuisance” parameters

(JLA modeling)

“Nuisance” parameters
(SPT modeling)

Model 3: SN + CMB 

 (SCP 2.1 + JLA + SPT) 





POWER SPECTRA ANALYSIS







* We  studied two models that describe dynamical dark energy: a K-essence scalar field 
with a non-negligible contribution during radiation domination epoch, through an 
effective parametrization of the equation of state, and a second model (CLP), with a 
linear evolution of the equation of state with redshift.  

* The number of free parameters has a strong impact on the solution of a given model. DE 
models with many free parameters present large degeneracies among free parameters. 

* The later caveat can be alleviated by introducing as many experiments’ likelihoods as 
possible. Future constraints will be found with SN + BAO + CMB + CC + Ho (as a prior). 

* DE models have large impact on low multipoles (l) in the CMB temperature anisotropies 
power spectrum. At large scales, different models’ effect are non-distinguishable.
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